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ed rev aÃrarepse The complete list of such percentages, which come from a logarithmic distribution and are explained more in detail in the Nigrini article (see suggested readings). The standardized formats of the reports and the periodic periodic car To provide organizations with a means to easily understand the information ³ communicated and to
compare the results between units over time. For example, if the prices of a tender documentation are compromised, the cost to the organization ³ be the product of the loss of profit derived from that contract and the loss of load on production systems ³ the percentage probability of winning the contract. The Triple ³ consists of the scope (size of the
project, objectives, requirements), the cost (people, equipment, material) and the calendar (duration ³ tasks, dependencies, course), being the quality (meet or exceed the satisfaction ³ the client or sponsor) the necessary criterion for the three limitations. To be more effective, security must be addressed by both the organization's management ³ IT
staff. In practice, the ³ organization largely determines the scope of the auditor based on its relationship ³ user organizations or on selective audit objectives considered important. Once the COUNTIF ³ formula is created for the first day, this formula can ³ copied to the other table cells. SAS 70 auditor projects are specific and temporary, and require a
series of progressively developed auditor tasks that last from a couple of days to several months, depending on the type of auditor. As with the group of the initiation process, the lack of planning ³ significantly reduces the project's chances of successfully carrying out a SAS 70 auditor. From the percentages, you can work backwards and calculate the
number of observations you would expect to find in the sample of 30. There are three key steps to facilitate this part of the process: Request that the Executive Sponsor address the interviewees directly anuncithe ³ of the of the risk and its importance for the organization. Therefore, the formula for the J15 cell, which calculates the Chi-Square test
statistics, is: = CHITEST (H4: H12, I4: I12) Step 7: reach a conclusion; Are the data Â «Natural»? «Natural»? The Excel Chitest status indicates the probability that the actual values in the sample will follow the prescribed distribution ³ (Benford). An example of systems is the high probability of an attempt to exploit a new vulnerability to an installed
operating system as soon as the vulnerability is published. Statement ³ Auditor StandardsÃa No. 70 (SAS 70), service organizations, auditorÃas can be costly, particularly type II auditorÃas. Depending on the needs of the applicant organization³ a SAS 70 Type II auditor is generally performed during a specific period after the completion ³ a Type I.
There is a continuous balance of the three elements required by a smart project manager who understands planning ³ resources. and running / controlling a project. In a spreadsheet, you can select or "parse" the lead title for each amount in ³, using the left formula ³ Excel. Step 5: Outline of a treatment program. Each PM process within the process
groups correlates to the SAS 70 auditor process, as shown in Figure 2. In this formula, the range of actual values data reflects the values derived from a sample, while the range of expected values data shows what is expected Values dictated by the rich distribution³ n teÃ ³. 2, August 2003, p. The additional analysis similar to that of this article can be
performed using the Benford distribution ³ these child titles and half of Excel to analyze them from the numbers one wants to test. Pink; â" "We highlight Excel in a financial statement", accounting journal, vol. For the example at hand, one wants to know how well the sample data in column H of matches the expected values of the Benford distribution
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for a logical and repeatable approach that improves the likelihood of providing value to the organization through an audit SAS 70. 70. Are you conducting a ³ risk assessment? There are many myths about risk assessments, many are used as justification ³ not getting one. High values, such as 93 percent, indicate a good match between actual and
expected distributions, while small values, such as 3 percent, indicate a bad match. EvalÃ o³ the physical protection applied to computers ³ other components of the network. These audits are performed by accounting firms, often in collaboration ³ an information systems auditor ³ a "Â¢ (CISAÂ®) certificate together with other IT specialists as
necessary based on the scope ³ the auditorÃa. A preliminary review³ also known as a preparation review³ is often done for service organizations that are new to the SAS 70 auditor process. (All figures are provided in US ³) what Frank Benford discovered is that these lead numbers are not distributed evenly, as one might assume. Page 3 All projects at
some point will catch fire, and in an uncertain economy, an increase in pressures to obtain optimal value ³ emphasize the need to deliver the success of the project. 358-364 Johnson, Peter; Ã¢ â " Detection ³ fraud under Benford law: Ireland, vol. In a recent evaluation, only the IT administration should be interviewed, with the exception  some
members of the internal auditor's organization³s ³. Communication ³: by acquiring information ³ multiple parts of an organization³ an enterprise security risk assessment ³ increases communication ³ and acceleration decision-³. By default, all relevant information should be considered ³ regardless of the storage format. The general form of this formula
³: = left (data item, number of here, the term Ã¢ â  Å  Data Ã  Â© itemÃ¢ â is a reference to the number of characters and Ã¢ â  Å  Number of charactersÃ¢ â indicates how many characters to analyze (starting from the left side of the name or number). Think of it this way: as the bank balance grows, for example, from a few hundred ³ dollars of the
United States to more than a thousand ³ dollars, which appear the main points. main. in the new balance? His specialty is to bring the main practices of the company to small and medium-sized enterprises. Analyze assets, threats and vulnerabilities, including its impacts and probability. The PM processes are grouped into five categories of different
processesâ € "each process constitutes a series of tasks directed towards some result. The institutionalization of a practical risk assessment program is important to support the business activities of an organization and â € providing several benefits: Â ™ from a company Risk assessment programs help ensure that they identify and address them in a
manner. The greatest risks continues for the organization. 37, no. 3 COSO, Enterprise Risk Managementâ € â € "Integrated Framework Executive Summary, September 2004, www.coso.org/publications/erm/coso_erm_executivesummary.pdf 4 US Congress, Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Section 404, Ã ¢Sessment of Internal Controlâ €, USA, 2002 5 US
Congress, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability ACT (HIPAA) of 1996, Title 2, Ã ¢ â € Administrative Simplification, Ã ¢, Âœ Assessment of Internal Control (EPA), Is it the risk assessment?, Ã ¢ This result indicates a strong need for additional investigation. Service organizations are usually entities that provide outsourcing services that
affect the control environment of their customers or user organizations. Productivity â € "Business security risk assessments must improve the productivity of IT operations, security audit. The purpose of a preparedness review is to define the main control objectives and activities to be addressed in the upcoming SAS 70 audits and to identify control
deficiencies that need to be addressed prior to the SAS 70 Type I or Type II audit. The management of the organization is responsible for making decisions regarding the appropriate level of security for the organization. Executives of organizations have a limited time, and it is often difficult to get into their schedules. The processes used encourage
debate and generally require the resolution of disagreements. Although they certainly had many valid concerns, the group did not have enough experience to form a complete picture of the risks within the organization. For small businesses, using the complete data for a full month or for a random day of each month is a better option. An example of
this would be the relative probability of an earthquake, hurricane or tornado in a geographical area, ordered in descending order of probability. It is important to note that the formula uses absolute references “$D$3:$D$32” instead of D3:D32. A common element of most security best practices is the need for senior management support, but few
documents clarify how this support is to be provided. To successfully carry out a SAS 70 Type I or Type II audit, it is necessary to develop the audit team to carry out, in accordance with the MP plan, the distribution of information and the administration of contracts. Develop practical technical recommendations to address identified vulnerabilities
and reduce the level of security risk. Work and cost estimates, measurement of scope control requirements, and general productivity quality measurements. Page 2 Accounting systems popular targets of financial frauds because, in the words of bank robber Willie Sutton, “there’s the money”. Money. Fake accounting entities, for example, fake
employee records or vendor payments, and then manipulate the fictitious records to their advantage. Legal and regulatory requirements aimed at protecting sensitive or personal data, as well as general public security requirements, create an expectation that companies of all sizes will give the utmost attention and priority to information security
risks. Step 2: Assess your vulnerabilities. This understanding grows, in part, from better communication between business managers, system support staff, and security specialists. The business risk assessment methodology has become an established approach to identify and manage the systemic risk of an organization. PURCHASE QUARTERS,
PAYMENT QUARTERS, RATE PRICES, DATA ACCOUNTS PAYED, INVENTARY PRICES AND CUSTOMER REFUNDS are good examples of such data. Reasons / Reasons for Performing a Security Risk Assessment Organizations have many reasons to take a proactive and repetitive approach to addressing information security concerns. AICPA defines
a standard for uniform audit reports of SAS 70 audit findings regardless of the process of conducting an audit. ANTHONY MUNNS, CISA, CIRM, CITP, FBCS, NCC -UK Colea on Brown Smith Wallace’s risk services practice. It can be difficult to reasonably quantify the probability of many parameters; Therefore, relative probability can be used as a
classification. But, in general terms, values of less than 5 percent suggest that there is little chance that the data will match the hypothetical distribution (Benford), while values of 10 percent or less suggest that there is at least a 90 percent chance that the data will match the hypothetical distribution (Benford). The data is not natural. SAS 70 audits
must have a start-up frame and specific completion frame, along with some assigned resources that comply with the attributes of the audit. Fourth, it is useful to know that Frank Benford did not limit the study of him to the main dugs of naturally naturally seuqinhcet dna sloot suoirav seilppa dna ,tcejorp eht etelpmoc ot deifitnedi krow eht lla
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tifeneb osla nac ,stidua I epyT ,.e.i ,stcejorp elcyc efil trohS .srebmun an evaluation of the preparation ³ be ³. This information ³ used to determine how best to mitigate these risks and effectively preserve the organization'³ mission³ Regardless of the type of auditorÃa, the end result is an auditorÃa SAS 70 report commissioned at the request ³ the
project sponsor (which is a service organization ³ a user organization³). The main objective of the ³ planning of SAS 70 auditor projects is to guide the implementation ³ the auditors. Therefore, to ensure optimal use ³ available resources, IT must understand the relative importance of different sets of systems, applications, data, storage, and
communication ³. For example, if the invoices illustrated here are for company purchases, the data peak for a main profit of 4 may be particularly important if the purchasing agents had an expenditure limit of 500 ³. Process groups are starting, planning, executing, monitoring, and controlling, and closing. Review the adequacy of existing security
policies, standards, guidelines and procedures. Excel CHITEST has the general form: =CHITEST (Actual data range, Expected values data range). Projects are single and temporary companies with a start date and end date ³ (or condition³). An assessment ³ the risks to the security of the business can only provide an instant picture of the risks of the
information systems ³ a given time. "What is the conclusion³ n? Several professional accounting journals have published articles on the Benford Law (see suggested readings at the end of this article). The Criterion for this ³ formula is the reference to cell G4, which contains the value Â"1.Â" Therefore, the COUNTIF formula returns Â"4Â" the number
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perform the job to specify, on time and within budget. Check logical access and other authentication mechanisms. The values required for this test have been calculated in columns H and I of the table. 1327, March 2004, p. Even in the life cycles of the project SAS 7 70 Type I of SAS, project management (PM) can be exercised best practices. 108-110

Mark G. 4, July-August 1998, pp. Data ears do not necessarily point to underlying problems, such as fraud, but alert the accountant to the possibility of such problems. This last step is to prepare you for the thematic areas of risk assessment, so that any apprehensions or reservations move away while you understand the limits of the interview.
Meetings should be kept short and to the point. To accurately assess risk, management must identify the data that is most valuable to the organization, the mechanisms for storing such data, and their associated vulnerabilities. If the affected system is classified as critical, the impact is also high. SAS 70 Type I or Type II audits are possibly an
organizational investment, as considerable time, money, and other resources are committed to an expectation of receiving something of value in return. Outputs are the exit criteria or the result of the process by which the process ends; The output of one process usually becomes an input to another process. Because the smallest percentage in the
Benford distribution is 4.6 percent, this requires a sample size of at least 100 observations. Review agreements involving services or products from suppliers and contractors. Perhaps, in particular, the requirements of Section 404 of the U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act. UU. From 2002 increase the importance of audit reports SAS 70 The effectiveness of
internal control over financial reports. With an experienced interviewer, the process can be as an educational for the interviewee as it is to identify identify These are the processes that establish the rules and guidelines of the security policy while transforming the objectives of an information security framework into specific plans for the
implementation of key controls and mechanisms that minimize threats and vulnerabilities. Thus, the formula for cell H4¢ÃÂÂthe first cell in the column with heading ¢ÃÂÂActual¢ÃÂÂ¢ÃÂÂis: =COUNTIF($D$3:$D$32, G4) In this formula, the Data Range identifies the cells in column D, i.e., the column containing the lead digits. As shown in cell J15 of ,
the chi-square test statistic for the sample data, formatted to a percentage, is 7.89 percent¢ÃÂÂa relatively small value. SAS 70 also provides guidance to auditors of financial statements of an entity that uses one or more service organizations. Once the assets, threats and vulnerabilities are identified, it is possible to determine the impact and
likelihood of security risks. A Type II service auditor¢ÃÂÂs report is the more thorough report of a SAS 70 audit because it contains a description of the controls in place and a description of the auditor¢ÃÂÂs tests of control effectiveness for a minimum testing period (usually the defined period is six months, but it can be longer). Security risk
assessment should be a continuous activity. For each identified risk, its impact and likelihood must be determined to give an overall estimated level of risk. Benford¢ÃÂÂs Law predicts that approximately 30.1 percent of lead digits will be a 1,17.6 percent of the lead digits will be a 2, and so forth. A SAS 70 audit engagement is effectively a project
with all the characteristics described in the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) and could conceivably benefit from applying the best practices, tools and techniques of project management. In his more than 20-year career, Munns has managed and audited the implementation and support of enterprise systems and processes including
SAP, PeopleSoft, Lawson, JD and custom client/server systems. The PMBOK Guide offers a framework that facilitates combining the body of knowledge of project management along with the body of knowledge of SAS 70 auditing, which allows for an improved philosophy and method for planning and managing a SAS 70 audit. The method is not as
important as the ongoing communication activity itself. Benford¢ÃÂÂs Law involves the distribution of lead digits in ¢ÃÂÂnaturally occurring numbers,¢ÃÂÂ e.g., vendor payments, customer invoices, and similar financial values that occur in the normal course of business. 551-572 Browne, Malcolm W.; ¢ÃÂÂFollowing Benford¢ÃÂÂs Law, or Looking
Out for No. 1,¢ÃÂÂ New York Times, 4 August 1998 Cleary, Richard; Jay C. SAS 70 provides guidance to service auditors when they assess the internal controls of a service organization and issue a service auditor¢ÃÂÂs report. From that assessment, a determination should be made to effectively and efficiently allocate the organization¢ÃÂÂs time and
money toward achieving the most appropriate and best employed overall security policies. This is one advantage of using a spreadsheet model for this work¢ÃÂÂone can overlay new data in columns B and C and the spreadsheet will perform every computation automatically and immediately. The key benefit is that audit performance is observed and
measured regularly to identify variances from the PM plan.Monitoring and controlling includes: Measuring the ongoing audit activities Monitoring the project variables (cost, effort, scope, etc.) against the PM plan and the audit performance baseline Identifying corrective actions to address issues and risks properly Influencing the factors that could
circumvent integrated change control so only approved changes are implemented To assess the status of the audit, the project manager should schedule meetings regularly. Unless a threat can exploit a vulnerability, it is not a risk to an asset. The actual process is flexible. So, whenever values increase by an order of magnitude, No. 1 appears first,
followed by No. 2 and then No. 3. Here are three big reasons to invest in a risk assessment³ This will allow management ³ take over the security of the systems, applications and data of the Â  of Â  organization³ If you are not sure what type of evaluation the organization requires³ a simplified evaluation can ³ help you make that ³ determination. The
general form of this formula ³: =COUNTIF(Data Range, Criteria) In this formula, the Data Range refers to the data set you want to evaluate, and the Criteria pair is usually a literal value or a cell reference to that value. ³ Determining how ³ security resources are allocated should incorporate key business managers  Â  risk appetites, as they have a
better understanding³ of the organization's security risk universe and are better equipped to make that decision³ Â  In one ³, auditors found that department heads were writing multiple checks for just under $5,000 to avoid a mandatory bidding process ³ items that cost $5,000 or more. Thibodeau; Â¢  application³ n Â  digital analysis to Benford's Â 
law to detect fraud: The Dangers of Type I Errors"Â  Â  Auditing, vol. Its specialty in IT auditorÃa is the IT auditorÃas for small community banks (IT security auditorÃas and external penetration test³) and the SAS 70 auditorÃas of Type I and II. Conclusion³ An information security framework is ³ because it provides a roadmap for the implementation³
evaluation³ and improvement of information security practices³ Second, it is important to avoid the use of unnatural financial data. Step 6: Perform a test of Although the sample data does not match the expected values very well, the question remains Â¢ Â  Â  how far away is Â¢ Â  To answer this question statistically, auditors can use the function ³ in
ExcelÃ¢ Â  s CHITEST Ã¢ Â¢  use a chi-square test Ã¢ Â¢ Â  provide some guidance. Endnotes 1 SAS70.com, Ã¢ Â  About SAS SAS 2000-2009, www. 15, Ã ¢ â, ¬ "SAS 70 reports: Are they useful and can be improved?" July 20084 ibid.5 SAS 70 Resource guide, "is 70 First, Ã ¢ â, ¬ NDB LLP, 2008, www .Sas70.us.com / White Papers / Introduction to
Thisaditing-Standard.php6 Author Unknown7 Johnson, Jim; Ã ¢ â, Å "Haos: the drainage of the failures of the IT project", Application Development Trends , January 1995 Thomas J. He also developed frequency distributions for secondary digits, that is, the second or third dglets in such numbers. Notes 1 The Risk Management of Coso Enterprise,
Integrated Framework, published in 2004, defines ERM as Ã ¢ â, Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã â, ¬ ... the process, carried out by the Board of Directors, the administration and the personnel of An entity, applied in the strategy environment and through the company, designed to identify potential events that can affect the entity and administer the risk of being within
risk appetite, to provide a reasonable guarantee with respect to to the achievement of the objectives of the entity. 2 â, 2 coso is a voluntary organization of the private sector, established in the USA, dedicated to providing guidance on executive management and government entities on critical aspects of organizational governance, business ethics, the
Internal control, the management of business risks, fraud and financial reports. Depending on the size and complexity of the IT environment of an organization, it may be clear that what is needed is not an exhaustive and detailed evaluation of accurate values and risks, but a higher prioritization. As companies are reducing budgets and staff, justifying
the cost of this audit becomes with a value and expectations increasing. SAS 70 is an auditorÃa statement ³ developed by the AICPA Board of AuditorÃa Standards. Once the formula has been created ³ the first cell in the spreadsheet, calculation, be copied to the subsequent cells in the column. The project manager should ensure that a project has a
designated project sponsor and should gather the necessary business and technological criteria to justify the project continuing with adequate executive support during its life cycle. Bell III, Ph.D., CISAis a professor of business administration in the School of Business at Texas Wesleyan University in Forth Worth, Texas, USA, and an IT security
auditor for ComputerMinds.com in Euless, Texas, USA. Here¢ÃÂÂs a quick overview of our risk assessment process at Truvantis: Step 1: Gather all assets. The use of experienced external resources should be considered to bring even more objectivity to the assessment. The primary challenge of SAS 70 audits as they relate to PM is to achieve all of
the project goals and objectives while managing the ever-present scope, schedule and budget constraints that, according to the Standish Group,7 have thwarted many projects. The success or failure of such scams rests in the ability to blend the bogus entries with legitimate data and, therefore, escape the notice of supervisors and auditors. Within 48
hours of that communication, have the sponsor¢ÃÂÂs office schedule the initial interview. Types of SAS 70 Audits There are two different, yet complementary, types of SAS 70 audit reports, a Type I or Type II audit. (Zeros are ignored because amounts beginning with zero can be reduced to numbers beginning with the digits 1 through 9.) Although it
is possible to use Excel¢ÃÂÂs frequency formula for this task, it is just as easy to use the COUNTIF formula, which counts the number of elements in a data range that match a specific value. Synthesizing SAS 70 Audits With PM Techniques Managing a SAS 70 project, as with any project, consists of executing defined activities to achieve project
objectives. IT-specific benefits of performing an enterprise security risk assessment include: Providing an Approach for the budgeting of IT security expenses and the cost estimation that allows a strategic approach to IT security management by providing alternative solutions for decision making and the consideration provided for a basis for future
comparisons of Changes made in IT security measures, lessons learned one of the key hazards of the realization. A business security risk assessment is assuming where all risks lie. Benford's law says exactly this, which is the reason why the probabilities of lead dugs 1, 2 and 3 in the distribution of Benford represent collectively for more than 60
percent of the total probability distribution, not 30 percent as one could think (refers to the J column to verify this largest percentage). IT staff, on the other hand, is responsible for making decisions that relate to the implementation of specific security requirements for systems, applications, data and controls. But natural accounting data is not
comparable to the numbers in a rotating wheel because they are not limited to specific ranges of values. Third, it is important to taste the "Fairly" by selecting a data set for an analysis. A SAS 70 audit is widely recognized because it provides a reasonable guarantee that a service organization has been through an in-depth audit of its control activities,
which generally include controls on it and related processes. For example, for Lead Diguit of 1, the expected number of observations is 30.1 percent of times 30 observations, or 9.03. Another characteristic of the project is its uniqueness and sequencing of activities. All this information is placed in a matrix, which is known as "registration record".
This record of It has a "treatment program", detailing how we could help mitigate, avoid, transfer or accept your risks. Without assessing the various types of data in the organization, it is almost impossible to prioritize and assign technological resources where where I needed more. This library should be a living repository that grows with each
completed audit project. It occupies all the threats and vulnerabilities compiled on its risk scenario through gravity, budget requirements, the necessary experience (such as the external consultation of VS internal), etc. The actual tasks carried out will depend on the evaluation requirements of each organization.): Identify business needs and changes
to the requirements that may affect the general direction of it and security. The over 16 years of Schmittling experience also include more than five years in high-level technical leadership roles in a major financial services firm, as well as positions in the audit of IT, internal audit and consulting for several international organizations. One of the
traditional forms of measuring if the objectives of a project are being met, it is through the triple restriction. This would be particularly significant because the results are multiplying. Step 2: Analyze the lead Diguit as indicated above, the Benford Law focuses on the Dogito of Lead in sets of natural numbers. Similarly, values with superior limits, such
as passenger counts of airline by airline or employees worked by year, do not lend themselves to such analysis. The best practices for this stage suggest that if it is not well done, it is unlikely that the project has success in meeting the needs of companies. What one wants to know is what so well coincide with these distributions. 4, August 2005, Pg.
The range of all possible combinations must be reduced before performing a risk analysis. 19, no. Since the SAS 70 audits comply with all the attributes of a project according to what is defined by PMBOK, it represents the reason why comprehension and Some of the best PM practices are also beneficial to the SAS 70 process. And, to guide the
implementation, the plans must be realistic and useful³ This often requires an excessive amount of time and effort. In this type of assessment³ that is determine the circumstances that affect the likelihood of the risk occurring. Second, the graf provides pictÃ ³ rich evidence of data peaksÂ  Â  in this case, for year 4. The GuÃa PMBOK is a collection ³
processes, process groups and knowledge areas generally accepted as best practices within the PM discipline. But, it is also important to remember that not all financial data lend themselves to this type of testing and that care should be taken when performing the analysis. To understand the presentations and the dangers to the project, the team,
stakeholders and sponsors should regularly participate in closely managed sessions to discuss each objective and clearly explain the risks and benefits. As an internationally recognized standard (IEEE Std 1490-2003), it provides the basis for project management³ regardless of project type. This report typically examines the controls for ³ one or two
days, which arguably has limited value for an organization ³ users. So are the baseball stats, the lakes and towns' areas,  everything Benford examined in his research ³ but which are usually of less interest to accountants. Two main examples of this are compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act4 of the United States and the US Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)5, which require a periodic ³ assessment of risk. At the end of an SAS 70 auditor, a formal report, called a service auditor's  report, is issued to the service ³ organization, which includes the auditor's opinion³ or statement ³ certification ³ the auditor's . When estimating ³ the assumptions should be clearly
defined. IT enterprise security risk assessments are conducted to It enables organizations to assess, identify and modify their overall security posture and to enable security, operations, organization management³ and other personnel to collaborate and view the entire organization from the perspective  attacker. The ³ central site is to plan the work in
of time, cost, people and other resources and in such a way that work estimates are possible and probable risk is identified. N Williamson, Duncan; Ã ¢ â € Vital statistics, â € Accounting, vol. The administrative activities include the file file and the documentation of the lessons learned. This phase consists of: finalizing all the activities of all process
groups to formally close the project or a phase of the project complete and settle the contract (including the RESOLUTION OF ANY OPEN ELEMENT) and close each contract applicable to the project phase or project Emitting the Audit Report SAS 70 A post-mortem audit review must be performed. This two-dimensional risk medicine facilitates the
visual representation of the conclusions of the evaluation. It is necessary to consider the level of risk that can be tolerated and how, and when the assets could be affected by such risks. Step 4: Probability of prognosis. The celebration of weekly sessions of information with the team to discuss issues and collectively develop correction strategies is
another principle that emerges from the best practices of the Prime Minister. Service organizations usually provide outsourcing services that can affect the operations of the contracting company or the user organization; Such services may include transaction processing, web hosting, hosted data centers, paper crushing, credit processing, etc. 187,
no. It is inevitable in a project life cycle that will have changes in the scope, time or cost. 176, no. The risks and vulnerabilities of the organization will change over time; However, if the organization continues to follow its framework, it will be in good position to deal with the new risks and / or vulnerabilities that arise. To meet these requirements, the
they should conduct security risk assessments that use the enterprise risk assessment approach and include all stakeholders to ensure that all aspects of the IT organization are addressed, ³ including and software, training for the knowledge of employees and business processes. The general rule is to strive by the modularity, so that the processes and
procedures can be customized for a specific project in size of the size, the complexity, the structure of the equipment, etc. For example, the main diguit of supplier payment 123,45 $ is 1, the main dogetus of the customer invoice amount $ 4.231.55 is 4, etc. This report is effectively a communication between auditor and auditor between the service
organization and the organization of users (the entity that has hired a service organization, particularly if its financial statements are affected by the services of the service organization) . A project must have a principal sponsor, which is the person responsible for providing direction and financing for the project; The SAS 70 audit sponsor is usually a
high manager or high direction member. Each threat can be associated with a specific vulnerability, or even multiple vulnerabilities. The planning of the SAS 70 project is perhaps the most difficult and uncomposed process in the stages of the project. The Law does not apply to the assigned values, for example, telephone number, lottery tickets,
sequential number of customers or check numbers (all of which, by definition, can not be repeated). Some combinations may not make sense or are not feasible. Examples of service organizations are the processors of medical insurance and claims, fiduciary companies, household data centers, application service providers, managed security
providers, credit processing organizations and câ Compensation Mars, to name a few. Ultimately, risks assessments for the safety of companies carried out with a care solranecamla solranecamla y olpmeje ed abeurp ed sotad renetbo ne etsisnoc aerat aremirp aL olpmeje ed sotad sol ranoicceleS :1 osaP .sanosrep sahcum arap airotcidartnoc se
etnememrofinu sodiubirtsid n¡Ãtse on ¢Ã etnemlarutan nerruco euq sotad Â ¢Ã ed selapicnirp sotigÃd sol euq ed aedi aL us Â ¢ÃnoD y s Â Â ¢ÃoD yeL al Â ¢ÃdrofneB .dadiruges ed samelborp sol ed n³Ãicaziroirp al ed elbasnepsidni etrap anu nos odauceda An EXCEL Â € â € œQuits "how many observations include, better. An effective process of
evaluation of IT security risks should educate key business directors about the most critical risks associated with the use of technology, and to provide automatically and directly justification for investments in security. When one of these elements is restricted or expanded, the other two elements will also have to expand / increase in some way or
restrict / reduce in some way. These activities include in general: coordinating an initial meeting to understand the scope, calendar and final results of the audit asking the service organization to present its evaluation of SAS 70 suitability for review, if available. An official risk assessment program is an effective means of communicating the
conclusions of the evaluation and recommending measures to the directors of the institutional dependencies and the senior officials of the companies. This interrelation of assets, threats and vulnerabilities is essential for the analysis of security risks, but factors such as the scope of the project, the budget and limitations can also affect the levels and
the magnitude of the assignments. The objective of applying the Law â € BenfordÃ ¢ here is to know â € ¢ â € œNeal, such transactions. Several types of information that are usually collected include: Requirements and safety objectives Architecture and infrastructure of the system or network, as a network diagram showing how the assets are
configured and interconnected Information available for the public or accessible from the website of the organization physical assets, such as hardware, including data center, network and communication components (for example, desktop computers, portable, PDA) operating systems, computer and server operating systems, and network
management systems Data repositories, such as database and file management systems³ A list of all applications Network details, such as supported protocols and offered network services systems in use, such as access control mechanisms, change control, antivirus, spam control and monitoring of networks security components implemented, such as
firewalls and detection systems of intrusions processes, such as a business process, process of Computer Operation, Network Operation Process and Application Operation Process Mechanisms of Identification and Authentication Laws and Government Regulations relating to the minimum security control requirements, procedures and guidelines, the
scope and objectives of the project can influence The style of analysis and types of deliverables from the risk assessment of business security risks. Safety requirements should be based on institutional needs, which are usually driven by higher management, to determine the desired level of safety protection. What is an audit SAS 70? The approach or
methodology of evaluation analyzes the relationships between the assets, threats, vulnerabilities and other elements. One of those tests is to see what the data is so well followed the Law of BenfordÃ â € ™ Â ™. PCI DSS, SOC2, ISO 27001, NIST, HIPAA and other standards require a risk assessment as a fundamental part of a Silly Safety Program
"and â € have reason to make these important analysis a requirement. An adequate risk assessment is a fundamental element for any company, â € the Â ™ Information Safety Program, and I here Razon. What exactly is a risk assessment? One is that the law applies only to the data that occurs naturally. Type I includes an opinion on the impartiality of
the presentation of the service organization, â € is the description of the controls that had been put into operation and the suitability of the controls to achieve the specified objectives. Â ™ no. The greater the likelihood of a threat occurring, the greater the risk. We describe any potential vulnerability and security threat to each. Before joining the
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eccarp Based on the type of Audit SAS 70. Some people assume that these analyzes consume too long, that â € you say things you already know, or that â ™ are a loss of time if you already have â € good security. Â € Made, all assumptions that we discuss in the previous article are falseâ € are important. Why? The SAS 70 standard, which foresee a
uniform approach to the presentation of reports, is a definite standard prepared by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) as a set of criteria as a service or an organization of users â € as an auditor You must use when evaluating the subcontracted internal controls of a service organization. The tests are simple and easy to
implement in calculation sheets without the need for additional or supplementary software. For example, limiting a sample of invoices to values between US $ 100 and US $ 999 is contrary to the tests described here, because the data is limited to a narrow range. The actual values show the distribution of the duggives of the cable that are actually
found in the sample. To help you prioritize how and when you approach each problem. The process does not consist of reinventing the wheel; More, it is finding what has worked in the past and apply it to the present, using a strong communication to deliver and manage these processes and move away all that lodges the team of project objectives. Not
necessarily. As such, people have a much more effective performance if they are in active communication between Sã so that each dependence is clearly understood and administered. Although it is likely that the amount of information contained in each invoice is considerable, this example will focus on the purchase amounts. In this article it is
explained how to carry out the tasks necessary to apply the BenfordÃ â € law with simple Excel chemulas. The low value of the test here calculated suggests that the data in this sample are artificial. A tailor-made approach is best supported through creation ³ and updating a best practice library of methods that have worked for previous projects. As a
result, the risk of this threat is high. It is important not to underestimate the value of an experienced facilitator, particularly for the higher-level interviews and the process of determining the ranking of risk likelihood. This is the time to hash out any issues that will improve audit support and improve process for the next audit project. An interesting
observation here is that most people are not very good at creating ¢ÃÂÂnatural data,¢ÃÂÂ making it possible for good auditors to apply fairly simple statistical tools to reveal such inabilities. If Number of Characters is 2, for example, Excel will parse the two left-most digits from the cell indicated and if this value is 3, it will parse the three left-most
digits. The key project controls needed here are understanding the business environment and ensuring that all necessary controls are incorporated into the SAS 70 project. Does this value signal fraud? PM Triple Constraint has been defined a number of ways. After all, if the digits 1 through 9 were painted on a perfectly balanced spinning wheel, each
digit would have an equal chance of occurring. It is important when structuring an enterprise security risk assessment to include as many stakeholders as possible. Using the audit project charter as a guide, the team should prepare criteria that measure the entire project, and then use subsets of those criteria for assessment with each milestone. To
apply Benford¢ÃÂÂs Law, therefore, an accountant must count the number of times a 1 appears as the lead digit in the data values, the number of times a 2 appears, etc., and then examine the resulting frequency distribution. This makes it possible to copy this formula to the other cells in the table. Standard criteria for measurement, such as meeting
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have success within the triple restriction framework. Risk assessments provide a mechanism to reach a consensus on which are the most severe risks and what measures are appropriate to mitigate them. 5, May 1999, p. Risk assessment allows more intelligent trials, by outlining each potential threat against vulnerability and calculating the likelihood
of risk occurring. Â € œWe are deepened in Â ™ which means exactly this and how a risk assessment works. What is reviewed during a risk assessment? Step 5: Trace the results Now there are two sets of valuesâ € "the actual distribution of the lead duggives of the sample and the theoric distribution of such dugies as dictated by BenfordÃ ¢ LAW.
Project planning generally consists of producing a project plan that includes the following: To determine the audit category (type I or type II) to continue refining the scope declaration Create a work decomposition structure (EDT) and identify the deliverables Define Activities, durations and logical sequencing Estimate the resource needs for activities
Estimate time and cost for activities Planning Quality Develop a Human Resources Plan Developing the Calendar Developing the budget Identifying risk and planning Risk management Comprehensive planning is critical , even with short development cycles for type I audits. The II Â ™ Type II Auditor report affirms Ã ¢ â € if the controls that were
tested worked with sufficient efficiency to offer reasonable, but not absolute guarantees, that the control objectives were achieved during the period is pecified.Ã ¢ â € 1 to the Auditor of Services of Type II Ã ¢ â € The report is more common and, often, the preferred option of SAS Audits 70, because it is an exhaustive analysis not only the controls but
about the effectiveness of these controls to achieve the desired objectives. If the statistics of the chi-square test for both samples out of 10 percent, for example, the that the underlying data are ¢ÃÂÂnatural¢ÃÂÂ would be (10 2 .10 = .01) only 1 percent. Step 3: Match threats to vulnerabilities. 78, 1938, p. This may represent the biggest challenge for
the organization¢ÃÂÂs ongoing security initiatives, as it addresses or prioritizes its risks. 86, no. Conclusion SAS 70 audits have grown increasingly popular with the implementation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and its mandate for demonstrating the effectiveness of a service organization¢ÃÂÂs internal controls and data security safeguards. When it
comes to security risk assessments, it¢ÃÂÂs often unclear what you¢ÃÂÂll really receive. Establishing a scope statement should follow a structured initiation process beginning with an audit contract that establishes executive understanding and commitment before starting a project. Performing a SAS 70 audit is a structured, multistep process that
includes a number of predefined processes and procedures that must take place to ensure its successful and timely completion. Normally, the likelihood of a threat increases with the number of authorized users. The process groups are linked by the output they produce; that is to say, inputs serve as the prerequisites or entry criteria to start the next
process. These procedures analyze and test the controls vis-Ã Â-vis the Type I, which merely describes the controls in place. These project activities or processes, as defined by PMBOK, are quite similar for most projects. Executives have found that controls selected in this manner are more likely to be effectively adopted than controls that are
imposed by personnel outside of the organization. PM tools and techniques support the initiation processes¢ÃÂÂ establishing the nature and scope of the project. As audits are completed, a postmortem review should be performed to update or change procedures for continual improvement. Thus, the corresponding objectives should identify all
relevant security requirements, As a protection when connecting to the Internet, identify high-risk zones in a computer room or evaluate the general safety level of the information of a department. The results are as shown, for example, an expected value of 5.28 for a main diguit of 2, an expected value of 3.75 for a main diguit of 3, and so on. Of
course, it is impossible never to observe exactly 9,03 invoices with a lead dug of 1, or 5.28 invoices with a lead doge of 2. To do this, the items of the table shown on the right side must be created of, and the numbers "1," "2," ... should only be analyzed a character for the task in question, so the formula for cell C3 is: = left (C3, 1) due to that the value
of cell C3 is Ã ¢ â € 432.65, Ã ¢ â € ¢ The result is Ã â € 4. ¢ â € The reason why the result shown is not a sign of dollar ( $) It is because this character is simply a format symbol, which excel omits when performing the analysis task required. Finally, as a technical question, it is important to obtain a set of test data large enough to obtain useful
statistical results. By adopting measures to formalize a review, create a revision structure, gathering safety knowledge within the system's knowledge base â € and implementing self-analysis characteristics, risk assessment can promote productivity. He also taught them how to avoid risky practices, such as revealing passwords or other sensitive
information, and recognizing suspicious events. Next, we see how likely this threat could happen? The distribution is Ã ¢ â € Natural Ã ¢ â € ¢ Follow the distribution of BenfordÃ â ™, and suspect otherwise. The field work may include the following: Ã ¢ â € Performance of tests to evaluate the suitability and operational efficiency of the control design
(type II only) Ã ¢ â € and communication of control deficiencies to the addressâ € "Â" recommendation of the controls and guidelines necessary to the provision facilitation of the preparation of an initial report and coordination of meetings with the service organization for for Findings that coordinate the final meeting meeting between the service
auditors and the service organization to discuss the final report of SAS 70 of the Auditor of Service and the Comments of the Administration issued by the Final Report SAS 70 Service The Effective Audit Report Audit execution makes use of all interested parties (sponsor, clients, project team, support staff, etc.) involved in the project. For each lead
bit, the expected number is the percentage of times the sample size. You can get to markgsimkin@yahoo.com. A comprehensive evaluation of business security risks also helps determine the value of the various types of data generated and stored throughout the organization. Therefore, for this example, the number 1 appeared four times as the
damage of lead in the data of the sample, the number 2 appeared three times as the main dogette in the data of the sample, and so on. 77-81 Hill, T.P; Ã ¢ â, ¬ å "The Fen-Mean of First Dgito", American Scientific, Vol. Before reaching this conclusion, however, there is another option: repeat the experiment using new sample data. The real magnitude
of the data (is Say, if an amount is $ 10, $ 100 or $ 1,000) it is not important. Start and SAS 70 Audit process The SAS 70 initiation process begins after requesting or responding to a proposal request (RFP) With a contract that it commonly includes the cost of work; Background and experience of auditors; audit methodology, deliverables, project
plan; and the project / team leader together with RÃƒ.MÃ © s, assumptions and references. By including A wider selection of management of operational, financial and human resources resources, high risk potential can be identified in areas such as research and development, compliance with HIPAA and the management of In simplest terms, a risk
assessment is a way to calculate the "things that could happen to your business." Sketch the likelihood of these possible risks to occur so that it can make informed decisions about mitigation. Mitigation Probability of happening in the future. When defining the scope, ideally, user organizations will have significant information in the scope or systems
that must be covered by the SAS 70 audit of the service organization. Each part of the technological infrastructure should be evaluated by its risk profile. Evaluation of the probability An assessment of probability estimates the probability of a threat to occur. This, in turn, is more likely that business managers understand the need for agreed controls,
feel that controls are aligned with the commercial objectives of the organization and support their effective implementation. Type I reports describe the degree to which the service organization fairly represents its services with respect to the controls that have been implemented in operations and their inherent design to achieve the established
objectives. Anything that is valuable is compiled for review, such as your current systems, your confidential data, etc. The most severe the consequences of a threat are taxed, the greater the risk will be. 1, May 2005, p. Where many projects find difficulties when changes are not made in areas and appropriate adjustments to the other areas. PM is a
process by which projects are defined, planned, organized, monitored, controlled and delivered in such a way that the agreed objectives are carried out given that the scope, calendar, cost and quality limitations of the project. See Figure 1 For a detailed list of the SAS Audit Project 70. A way to answer this question is to trace these two data sets and
observe the results. For illustration at hand, desire is to know how many times each of the nine lead digues in the test data appears. The type II examination of the Audit process SAS It begins the same as type I, but it adds more test and observation procedures. This process is necessary to obtain the commitment of the organizational administration
to assign resources and implement the appropriate safety solutions. Suitable. the work of grÃ ficos performs two useful tasks. Monitoring³ n/Control of Process and SAS 70 AuditorÃa Supervision ³ control consists of those processes performed to observe the project'³ execution so that potential problems can be identified in a timely manner and
corrective actions can be taken, where necessary, to control the ³ execution of the auditorÃ a project. Â  The company's security risk assessment system should always be simple enough to use, without the need for security knowledge or IT knowledge. An IT security risk assessment ³ takes many names and can vary greatly in terms of everything,
rigor, and scope, but the primary goal remains the same: identify and quantify the risks to the organization's  Â  Â information assets³ ³ Closure Process and SAS 70 AuditorÃa Closure includes formal acceptance ³ the auditorÃa report and generally a ³ briefing ³. Process The objective of a risk assessment ³ understand the existing system and
environment and identify risks by analyzing the information ³ data collected. 58-60 Stone, Amey; Â¢ Â  Â  the use of software to detect fraud Â¢ Â  Business Week Online, September 30, 2003, p. Each organization is different, so the decision ³ what type of risk assessment ³ be performed depends largely on the specific organization ³. Impact
assessment³ An impact assessment (also known as impact analysis or impact assessment³ estimates the degree of overall loss or loss that may occur as a result of the exploitation ³ a security vulnerability. 2, 2004, p. Threat mapping to assets and vulnerabilities can help identify their possible combinations. If one finds it impossible to produce accurate
results in the process of completing a simplifiedÂ  maybeÂ s Â  because this process does not take into account a sufficiently detailed set of evaluation factorsÂ  this alone can be useful in determining the type of evaluation ³ the organization needs³ The chi square test is a .I .I anmuloc al ed sadlec sarto sal a alumr³Ãf atse raipoc edeup onu )4$H$
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